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**Identification**

FEMA No  N/A
CAS No.  68855-99-2

**Chemical Name**

LITSEA CHINA -
*litsea cubeba*
ESSENTIAL OIL

**Health**

Slightly hazardous.

**Flammability**

Will ignite if moderately heated.

**Reactivity**

Stable and not reactive with water.

---

**Flash Point**  129.99F 54.44C

**Extinguishing Media**

FOG-No | CO2-Yes | FOAM-Yes | DRY-Yes |

**Dot Classification**

COMBUSTABLE

**Stability**

STABLE

**NFPA Classification**

1-2-0

**Fire Fighting**

Fire fighters should wear positive pressure self-contained breathing apparatus. Spray extinguishing media directly at the base of the flames. Water is UNSUITABLE for use on burning materials, but may be used to cool containers exposed to heat.

---

**Unusual Fire Hazard**

Hazardous

Combustible

Decomposition

When heated to decomposition, produces acrid smoke and fumes.

**Products**

---

**Color & Odor**

PALE YELLOW TO YELLOW TRANSPARENT LIQUID FRESH CITRAL LIKE ODOR.

**Boiling Point**

**Melting Point**

**Vapor Pressure**

**Vapor Density**

**Water Solubility**

INSOLUBLE

---

**Physical Data**

**Protection Data**
Respiratory
No special protection; odor mask or organic vapor respirator should be worn if vapors are found too annoying/irritating. Dust mask for powders only.

Ventilation

Skin
Use oil/solvent resistant gloves.

Eye
Use of chemical splash goggles recommended.

Other
Use protective clothing as necessary.

Info

Occupational Exposure Limit

Threshold Limit N/A
OSHA Permissible Limit N/A
Carcinogen N/A
NTP Limit N/A
IARC Limit N/A
OSHA Limit N/A
Carcinogen Notes N/A

Info

Health Hazards

Material Type NATURAL ESSENTIAL OIL
Health Hazard Liquid may be irritating to skin and eyes.
Primary Entry Routes INHALATION-SKIN
Health Hazard Notes

Info

Emergency First Aid

Inhalation REMOVE TO FRESH AIR.
Eye Contact REMOVE CONTACT LENSES. FLUSH EYES WITH COOL WATER FOR AT-LEAST 15 MINUTES. IF IRRITATION PERSISTS. THEN CALL A PHYSICIAN.
Skin Contact REMOVE CONTAMINATED CLOTHING AND SHOES. WASH WITH MILD SOAP- AND WATER.
Ingestion RINSE MOUTH. CONSULT A PHYSICIAN.
First Aid Notes

Info

Spill, Leakage & Disposal Procedures

Spill Procedures REMOVE ALL POTENTIAL SOURCES OF IGNITION. CONTAIN SPILL WITH INERT NON-COMBUSTABLE ABSORBANT MATERIAL, AND PLACE IN APPROVED CONTAINERS.
Waste Disposal DISPOSE OF IN ACCORDANCE WITH STATE, LOCAL AND FEDERAL REGULATIONS.

Info

Handling & Shipping Procedures

Store in cool, dry and ventilated area away from heat sources and protected from light in tightly closed original container. keep air contact to a minimum.

Info

SARA 313 Chemical Breakdown

SARA Chemical Name NONE
SARA
Concentration  NONE
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